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About This Content

Want to go beyond the unlimited fun of Trials Fusion? The season pass is made for you!

Add some craziness to your game through additional content! The Season Pass provides you 1 year of additional content and
includes 6 DLCs before May 2015. Get the Season Pass to receive all 6 DLCs, featuring new tracks, new bike parts, rider gear,

and new items for the track editor, and each DLC will let you enjoy a new Career Mode Event.

On top of this, the Season Pass also includes one exclusive item: the Crater Hazmat Suite! Stand out in the Trials Fusion
universe and get the respect of your peers with this new and exclusive skin for your rider.

Please note: If you purchase the Season Pass, do not also purchase the standalone DLC Packs, as you will be charged for them.

Last of the 6 DLC Packs expected to be available before 1st May 2015.
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Bad gameplay... buggy and glitchy..
World \/ map is empty... been wandering around and wondering what to do and where to go...
I think it's another incomplete business...

2\/10. Eschatos is a 2d bullet hell shmup that fuses oldschool design fundamentals with newschool depth and polish. Unlike
many modern shmups, which focus entirely on dodging and esoteric scoring mechanics, Eschatos prioritizes balancing offense
and defense with its unique weapon and shield mechanic against unpredictable enemies who's quirky movement makes them as
challenging to hit as they are to dodge against.

Players have the ability to shoot a long ranged and powerful straight shot, or a short range but blind-spot covering wide shot.
Combining these two attacks allows you to create a shield that destroys bullets and enemies alike, but that must be recharged
whilst not in use. Enemies come in waves, and the faster and the more completely you destroy these waves, the higher your
score climbs and the faster the games pace accelerates.

Eschatos's weapons are double edged swords. Fire straight too much, and enemies will charge you from the side. Cover your
sides for too long with the wide shot, and long range attackers will litter the screen with bullets. The shield itself is as much a
weapon as it is protection, not only blocking bullets but allowing you to thrillingly charge straight through enemy attacks to more
effectively shoot them, or even ram them. Using it too much however, will result in enemies piling up and overwhelming the
player.

Eschatos's unique weapon balance, varied and unpredictable enemies (who's attacks and positions are frequently semi
randomized, to encourage fun improvisation and nervy reaction), endearing and innocent sounding soundtrack, rapid pace, and
deep scoring system make it a game brimming with personality and fusing the best of both worlds from classic shmups and
modern bullet hell. It's one of my top 5 favorite shmups of all time, and I recommend to it to anyone and everyone who likes 2d
games.. What is this? $1 for 12 pics unlocked in 5 minutes?. 6\/10!

Fun game and very relaxing. The artwork in this game looks really nice. Would recommend to anyone who enjoys doing jigsaw
puzzles.. I mean... It's decent. Got it for less than $4 so whatever. This game is not for the "average" game player. I love this
game, however!!!. I\u00b4ve written a longer review for this game on the version with the DLC included.

This is basically the same game but I assume the DLC has a few more quests.

However...

This is a fun game where your partwise human character is kinda supposed to do the typical "save the world" thing.

It is fully voice acted (except your own character who doesn\u00b4t like to talk).

In this game you\u00b4ll have to do various quests and fight some foes. The battles are done in words and lots of them are

funny because they go very deep into "nerd culture" and stuff.

However you can check out my other review about the game if you want but I do definately recomend it. You can\u00b4t do

anything wrong for the cheap prize. And the game also let\u00b4s you feel that there has lots of work been put into it.

Ah and one thing aside - it\u00b4s an RPG game where you have stats and can buy equipment on stores.

But it\u00b4s not to bad because you basically can finish the battles without having any equipment bought just by replying to

the questions with the right answers.

If you liked that game you might also look for the 2nd game (which is called a 3rd game but that\u00b4s a joke I assume)
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the follow up game does not have voice acting but it\u00b4s very long and even better than this one but for a start you definately
want to get this one as the game explains lots of lore to you in a good funny way.

I don\u00b4t recall how long it took me to finish the first game but I think it was more than 2 hours over all (also with

sometimes failing in the word fights)
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If you loved playing Final Fantasy, Legend of Zelda, or other such games on the early Nintendo systems you will love this.

There were always two things about particularly Final Fantasy type games that I didn't like as much (that I've heard plenty others
complain about as well):

1. SO MANY RANDOM MONSTER BATTLES OH MY GOD. They are less common in this game and there's a Pokemon-
esque item that keeps monsters away for a bit. Inexpensive to buy in the shop and makes my life so much better. Even better,
once you've played a bit, it gets BETTER. Eventually you will receive an item that allows you to turn off random encounters
until you wanna turn them back on. Amazing. Perfect. Wonderful. Yes. This makes me particularly happy because there are a
lot of fun hidden things in the big world and it's nice to be able to go looking for them without having to go through all those
encounters!! (I would say, definitely turn encounters back on enough to level up, but it's amazing to have the choice.)

2. If you stop playing for too long and don't take copious notes while playing, you'll come back and have no idea what you were
doing. Sojouner gives you a fun Telepathy Ring to contact the queen at any time to remind you about what you were trying to
do. I haven't had this issue anyway because I have been binge-playing this because it is a load of fun and not so frustrating
(thanks largely to the ability to turn off encounters when I don't feel like battling a load)... so I guess that's another feature that
helps with that issue!

I'm at the very end of the game (I'm pretty sure) and have played for about 13.3 hours total (not in one go). I feel like there's a
bit more to be done and this boss battle is kicking my butt, BUT when I get frustrated with that, I can go on a fun SOJOURN
(heheh) to another place to train up, explore, do a side quest, and\/or get more fun items.

I used to (and really still do) love those old RPGs, but they really did frustrate me so much. Sojourner fixes a lot of what
frustrated me while lovingly poking fun at the flaws and quirks of old games. It has some really lovely messages put in, loads of
fun extras to find, and a wonderful sense of humour. Plus it's only $4.99, y'all! You can't beat that pricing! Seriously though,
you guys should play this thing.. It would be fine on a hand held. Boring Candy Crush model. Not worth it unless sold for under
a buck.. Awesome game! Really great thing to kill some time while doing nothing at work!. Sydney Stealth - Decent.
Sydney Loud - COVER. YOUR. *******. EARS.

Sydney's Playermodel - Like a damn gorilla with skinny legs and arms. Like WTF! She is built like a tree swinging kangaroo.

Gun - Great! I it's one of my new favorites!
Butterfly Knife - IS LESS CONCEALABLE THEN 70% OF EVERYTHING, AND IS THE SMALLEST OF ALL THE
KNIVES?!?! WTF ARE YOU HIGH OVERKILL?!?!!?!? AN ICE PICK IS MORE CONCEALABLE. FFS.

Perk Deck - Amazing for Tank Builds, I really enjoyed it, and replaced my Armorer perk deck for it!

3 out of 5 Acorns.. where is the costume ? cyberconect 2 , you have to fix it. A small enjoyable game for short gaming sessions.
I have never won in combat so i avoid it now, and it makes no difference to the overall playability.. was good, could have been
longer.. Extremely underwhelming. You literally just get the tiles shown in the picture. Unless that just happens to be
EXACTLY what you're looking for, I wouldn't recommend it.. Dragon

Riding A Hover Board

...100 of them.

GG.
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